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Letter%from%the%President%
%

Dear"students,""

"

"""""It"is"my"great"pleasure"today"to"present"you"all"with"the"STUSU"Priorities"Document"

for"the"2018@2019"year"on"behalf"of"the"Students’"Executive"Council."Since"we"took"

office"on"May"1,"your"new"Students’"Executive"Council"has"been"hard"at"work"in"order"to"

make"this"year"the"most"exciting"and"productive"year"with"the"STUSU"yet!""

"

"""""As"a"brief"introduction"to"the"Priorities"Document,"I"would"like"to"make"a"few"notes"

about"the"document"and"how"we"plan"to"use"this"it"throughout"the"upcoming"year."To"

begin,"as"you"may"have"noticed,"we"divided"all"the"work"we"would"like"to"prioritize"this"

year"into"four"pillars."The"pillars"are"the"following:"Accountability"and"transparency,"

engaging"students"on@campus"and"in"the"community,"addressing"barriers"to"

postsecondary"education"through"external"advocacy,"and"finally,"creating"an"improved"

campus"experience."Furthermore,"each"pillar"contains"a"few"topics"and"areas"that"we"

would"like"to"prioritize,"improve"and"explore"throughout"the"course"of"this"year.""

"

"""""In"addition"to"this,"we"have"decided"to"present"this"Priorities"Document"to"the"

student"body"in"a"few"formats"so"students"can"each"review"the"document"in"whichever"

way"works"best"for"them."As"you"may"have"noticed,"we"have"created"an"infographic"for"

each"pillar"of"our"plan"which"briefly"outlines"the"projects"that"fall"under"that"pillar."We"

have"also"published"this"long@form"document"which"goes"into"each"of"our"priorities"in"

more"detail."The"document"also"indicates"which"member"of"the"Executive"team"will"be"

leading"that"priority"so"you"are"able"to"get"in"touch"with"them"if"you"would"like"to"discuss"

that"priority"further.""

"

"""""Finally,"the"most"important"thing"to"note"about"the"document"below"is"that"this"is"

certainly"not"an"exhaustive"list"of"the"things"we"want"to"do"this"year."Many"of"the"

projects"noted"below"still"require"in"depth"research,"consultation"and"outreach,"before"

they"are"enacted."This"document"truly"is"the"very"beginning"of"outlining"some"potential"

opportunities"and"work"for"the"year."Our"main"purpose"for"publishing"this"document"is"to"

provide"an"opportunity"for"students"to"engage"with"these"priorities,"give"us"feedback"and"

participate"in""an"important"dialogue"between"the"STUSU"and"the"folks"we"represent.""

"

"""""With"that,"I"hope"you"do"enjoy"reading"through"our"Priorities"Document"2018@2019."

Your"Students’"Executive"Council"is"working"all"summer"before"you"all"return"to"campus"

in"the"fall,"and"we"want"to"hear"from"you"and"what"your"plans"are"for"the"year!"
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Therefore,"do"not"hesitate"to"reach"out"to"any"of"the"Executives"throughout"the"summer"

to"chat"about"this"document"or"anything"else"relating"to"the"STUSU.""

"

We"can’t"wait"to"have"you"all"back"on"campus"in"the"fall,"but"in"the"meantime,"make"sure"

to"enjoy"your"summer"break"and"the"sunshine"over"the"next"few"months"@"you"all"

deserve"it.""

"

Sincerely,""

"

"

"

Brianna%Workman%%

STUSU%President%
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Accountability%and%Transparency%%
%

Governing"Document"and"Policy"Updates""

"

Constitution(and(By-Law(Updates((
This"summer"the""Vice@President"Administration"and"President"are"working"to"

update"all"of"the"STUSU’s"governing"documents."We"are"working"to"clean"up"any"

inconsistencies"in"our"documents"and"making"minor"changes"in"order"to"make"our"

processes"extremely"clear"and"accessible"for"all"who"may"be"reading"them."Once"

these"updates"are"completed,"they"will"be"reviewed"by"our"lawyer"and"then"

updated"on"www.stusu.ca.""

"

Policy(Updates(
In"addition"to"updating"our"governing"documents,"we"are"also"working"to"update"

some"of"our"policies."This"task"will"ensure"that"any"changes"we"will"be"making"to"

our"governing"documents,"will"be"consistent"will"the"rest"of"our"policies."In"

addition,"there"are"plans"to"make"some"more"substantive"changes"to"our"Human"

Resources"policy,"particularly"our"the"Code"of"Conduct"section."Currently,"our"

Code"of"Conduct"section"is"quite"brief"and"we"would"like"to"see"it"expanded"to"

provide"more"clarity"and"detail"on"our"conduct"expectations"for"those"working"

with"the"STUSU,"to"ensure"that"there"is"a"comfortable"and"constructive"working"

environment"for"all"who"engage"with"us."Overhauling"our"Code"of"Conduct"will"

also"involve"having"more"solidified"grievance"processes"available"to"those"who"

engage"with"the"STUSU"and"those"who"would"like"to"make"reports"about"

potential"Code"of"Conduct"violations.""

"

Executive%leads:%Brianna"Workman"(President,"su_president@stu.ca)"and"Husoni"

Raymond"(Vice@President"Administration,"su_vpadmin@stu.ca).""

"

Strategic%and%Annual%Planning%%
"

Annual(Planning(%
In"past"years,"the"STUSU"has"internally"been"doing"some"annual"planning."

However,"the"ways"in"which"we"do"this"type"of"planning"are"not"formalized"nor"

widely"circulated"to"the"student"body."This"year"we"would"like"to"work"towards"

ensuring"that"mechanisms"are"in"place"to"ensure"that"the"STUSU"is"publishing"

annual"plans"to"all"students"so"students"are"aware"of"what"we"are"working"on."

This"will"involve"the"publication"of"the"Priorities"Document"(this"document),"which"
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was"published"on"June"1,"2018."Then"throughout"the"rest"of"the"summer,"the"

Executive"will"solicit"feedback"from"the"Students’"Representative"Council"(SRC)"

and"other"students"before"formalizing"the"Priorities"Document"into"an"Annual"

Plan."We"will"then"move"to"widely"communicating"our"Annual"Plan"on@campus"in"

the"fall,"so"we"can"ensure"that"students"are"aware"of"what"the"STUSU"plans"to"do"

on"their"behalf"in"the"upcoming"year.""

"

Strategic(Planning(
The"STUSU’s"current"Strategic"Plan"will"expire"this"April."Therefore,"we"would"like"

to"begin"the"process"of"drafting"a"new"three"year"strategic"plan"as"early"as"

possible,"in"order"to"ensure"that"we"are"able"to"thoroughly"consult"and"discuss"

which"direction"that"the"STUSU"Strategic"Plan"2019@2022"will"take."This"process"

will"begin"with"the"Executive"in"the"summer,"while"we"work"simultaneously"on"our"

Annual"Plan."However,"once"of"the"biggest"pieces"of"our"Strategic"Planning"

process"is"our"SRC"Retreat,"which"usually"takes"place"in"October."We"will"also"

look"to"consulting"with"the"student"body"as"a"whole"to"ensure"that"all"students"

are"able"to"contribute"to"this"process."We"will"provide"updates"on"Strategic"Plan"

draft"to"the"SRC"throughout"the"year"and"take"the"SRC’s"feedback"into"account"

for"future"drafts.""Then"we"will"present"the"final"product"to"the"SRC"at"the"end"of"

the"academic"year"and"ask"for"the"SRC’s"approval"and"acceptance"of"the"new"

Strategic"Plan.""

"

Executive%lead:%Brianna"Workman"(President,"su_president@stu.ca).""

"

Executive%Office%Hours%in%James%Dunn%Hall%

%
In"order"to"facilitate"better"communication"between"the"STUSU"and"the"student"body,"

the"Executive"will"be"doing"monthly"office"hours"in"JDH,"likely"from"the"Help"Desk."Once"

times"are"set,"we"will"communicate"when"each"Executive’s"office"hours"are."During"this"

time,"we"will"be"available"for"students"to"ask"general"questions"about"the"STUSU,"our"

activities,"our"priorities"and"anything"else"students"would"like"to"discuss."This"will"ensure"

that"students"are"aware"how"their"STUSU"fees"are"being"spent"and"how"they"can"can"

involved"with"the"STUSU,"should"they"desire.""

"

Executive%leads:%Brianna"Workman"(President,"su_president@stu.ca),"Husoni"Raymond"

(Vice@President"Administration,"su_vpadmin@stu.ca),"Emma"Walsh"(Vice@President"

Education,"su_vped@stu.ca)"and"Wasiimah"Joomun"(Vice@President"Student"Life,"

su_vpsl@stu.ca)."
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Engaging%Students%On:Campus%and%in%the%Community%%
%

Enhanced%Support%for%Clubs%and%Societies%%
""

We"believe"clubs"and"societies"are"at"the"core"of"a"vibrant"university"campus"and"that"

they"contribute"tremendously"to"both"the"university"experience"and"the"overall"well@

being"of"students."The"STUSU"has"a"history"of"supporting"clubs"and"societies"by"

providing"an"avenue"through"which"they"can"attain"funding"for"various"initiatives."

However,"we"intend"to"expand"that"support"system"by"implementing"the"following"

initiatives."

"

Sample(Documents("
This"year,"we"intend"to"expand"the"support"system"for"clubs"and"societies"by"

creating"an"array"of"template"documents"such"as"sample"constitutions,"minutes,"

event"planning"checklist"and"fundraising"ideas."This"will"make"it"easier"to"

individuals"to"start"new"clubs"and"effectively"manage"clubs"that"are"already"active.""

"

Executive(Trainings"
We"will"also"be"organizing"executive"trainings"for"the"executive"members"of"clubs"

and"societies"to"teach"them"how"to"properly"execute"the"duties"of"their"respective"

roles."These"trainings"will"take"place"in"September"and"will"cover"topics"such"as"

conflict"resolution,"effective"leadership,"recruitment,"marketing"strategies,"

fundraising"and"effective"record"keeping,"just"to"name"a"few."These"workshops"

will"ensure"that"the"leaders"of"clubs"and"societies"are"able"to"effectively"run"their"

club"or"society,"and"increase"the"number"of"students"involved"in"on@campus"clubs.""

"

Fostering(Collaboration(and(Community!
Beginning"this"year,"the"Vice@President"Administration"will"be"having"a"meeting"

with"all"the"executives"of"clubs"and"societies"once"per"semester."In"addition"to"

this,"the"Vice@President"Administration"will"also"be"visiting"at"least"one"meeting"of"

every"club"or"society"within"the"year."This"will"provide"the"STUSU"with"the"

opportunity"to"discover"areas"in"which"different"clubs"and"societies"can"

collaborate"with"each"other"and"strengthen"the"bond"they"share"on@campus."In"

addition,"this"will"allow"the"STUSU"to"hear"directly"from"clubs"and"societies"about"

areas"in"which"the"STUSU"and"the"university"can"improve"upon."

"

Executive%lead:"Husoni"Raymond"(Vice@President"Administration,"su_vpadmin@stu.ca).""

%
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Get%Out%the%Vote%
"

One"of"the"first"big"projects"that"the"President"and"Vice@President"Education"will"be"

tackling"with"our"provincial"partner"the"New"Brunswick"Student"Alliance"(NBSA)"this"

year,"is"a"Get"Out"the"Vote"campaign"for"this"year’s"provincial"election."This"means"that"

the"summer"months"and"the"month"of"September"will"be"extremely"charged"with"

working"with"the"NBSA"to"formulate"a"cohesive"Get"Out"the"Vote"campaign."Elections"

NB"has"already"been"working"closely"with"the"NBSA"and"has"assured"us"that"there"will"

be"polling"booths"in"place"in"James"Dunn"Hall"for"four"days"leading"up"to"election"day."

This"will"make"voting"extremely"accessible"for"STU"students"and"we"look"forward"to"this"

aspect"of"the"election."We"also"want"to"ensure"that"students"have"all"the"information"

they"need"on"if"they’re"eligible"to"vote,"how"they"can"vote,"etc."In"addition,"the"Vice@

President"Education"and"President"will"be"looking"to"host"other"events"on"campus"like"

leader"debates,"local"candidate"debates"and"other"fun"events,"where"students"can"enter"

the"event"by"pledging"to"vote."Many"of"these"are"working"ideas"however,"we"certainly"

look"forward"to"working"with"the"NBSA,"Elections"NB"and"the"university"to"ensure"that"

STU"students"are"well"informed"about"the"election"and"are"getting"out"the"polls"this"fall.""

"

Executive%lead:%Brianna"Workman"(President,"su_president@stu.ca)"and"Emma"Walsh"

(Vice@President"Education,"su_vped@stu.ca).""

"

STU’s%MOU%and%Operating%Grant%Inequity%
"

Throughout"the"upcoming"year,"the"STUSU"plans"to"prioritize"advocating"that"the"

inequity"in"STU’s"operating"grant"to"be"addressed"through"the"proposed"Memorandum"

of"Understanding"(MOU)."We"believe"it"is"of"the"utmost"importance"that"this"long"

standing"inequity"in"the"university’s"operating"grant"be"addressed"as"soon"as"possible."

This"priority"will"involve"supporting"the"university"in"its"efforts"to"obtain"an"equitable"

operating"grant"from"the"provincial"government"and"ensuring"that"these"ongoing"efforts"

are"clearly"communicated"to"students."In"addition,"we"would"like"to"further"engage"

students"in"this"issue"to"ensure"that"the"voices"of"STU"students"are"heard"by"the"

provincial"government"when"discussing"this"inequity."This"student"engagement"could"

take"the"form"of"campaigns,"direct"advocacy"with"to"the"provincial"government,"and"

more."Overall,"we"want"to"ensure"that"throughout"this"process"students"are"informed,"

have"their"voices"heard,"and"that"the"student"experience"is"kept"at"the"forefront"of"these"

discussions"with"both"the"university"and"the"provincial"government.""

"
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Executive%leads:"Brianna"Workman"(President,"su_president@stu.ca)"and"Emma"Walsh"

(Vice@President"Education,"su_vped@stu.ca).""

"

Integrating%Students%into%the%Fredericton%Community%%

%
When"students"come"to"STU,"they"instantly"become"a"part"of"the"STU"community."

However,"by"coming"to"STU,"students"also"become"a"part"of"a"much"larger"community"in"

the"city"of"Fredericton."Because"students"spend"most"of"their"time"on@campus,"they"may"

not"always"have"the"opportunity"to"integrate"themselves"into"the"greater"Fredericton"

area."Of"course,"we"know"that"by"better"integrating"students"into"this"larger"community,"

we"can"create"a"better"city"of"Fredericton"for"both"local"residents"and"students."This"is"

why"the"STUSU"would"like"to"help"facilitate"this"integration"by"creating"an"interactive"

map"that"can"connect"off@campus"students"to"their"neighbourhood"Facebook"pages"

and/or"neighbourhood"associations."In"addition,"we"would"like"to"work"to"implement"

initiatives"that"encourage"networking"between"students"and"local"businesses.""

"

Executive%lead:"Emma"Walsh"(Vice@President"Education,"su_vped@stu.ca).""

%

%

Addressing%barriers%to%postsecondary%education%through%

advocacy%
%

Advocating%for%Government%Funding%to%Support%Mental%Health%Services%

On:Campus%
"

With"our"external"partners"the"New"Brunswick"Student"Alliance"(NBSA)"and"the"

Canadian"Alliance"of"Student"Associations"(CASA),"we"hope"to"continue"advocating"for"

increased"mental"health"supports,"specifically"for"postsecondary"students."This"advocacy"

will"likely"involve"seeking"additional"funding"from"the"provincial"and"federal"government"

to"support"mental"health"services"on"postsecondary"campuses."This"advocacy"for"

increased"funding"could"support"both"more"mental"health"personnel"on@campus,"as"well"

as"more"online"resources"and"preventative"measures"to"support"students.""

"

Executive%lead:"Emma"Walsh"(Vice@President"Education,"su_vped@stu.ca)."%

%

%
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Addressing%Sexual%Violence%On:Campus%%
"

Last"year,"one"of"the"most"central"priorities"for"the"New"Brunswick"Student"Alliance"

(NBSA)"was"on"the"issue"of"addressing"sexual"violence"on@campus."The"work"on"this"

topic"last"year"centered"around"advocating"for"legislation"on"campus"sexual"violence"that"

would"mandate"all"postsecondary"institutions"in"the"province"to"have"a"stand@alone"

sexual"violence"policy,"and"a"policy"that"met"a"specific"set"of"requirements"that"would"be"

outlined"through"the"legislation."This"would"mean"that"this"legislation"would"aid"in"

creating"a"postsecondary"education"sector"in"New"Brunswick"with"strong,"cohesive"

stand@alone"sexual"violence"policies."In"addition,"the"NBSA"also"advocated"for"

government"funding"to"support"an"increase"in"trauma@informed"support"services"on@

campus."In"recent"years"many"campuses"have"seen"the"introduction"of"these"services"on@

campus"and"they"have"become"invaluable"resources"to"survivors."However,"

unfortunately"these"services"are"underfunded"and"understaffed."For"example,"here"in"

Fredericton,"the"single"Campus"Sexual"Assault"Support"Advocate"serves"all"students"at"

STU,"UNB"Fredericton"and"NBCC"Fredericton."We"believe"that"long@term"government"

funding"to"expand"these"services"would"lessen"the"burden"on"the"current"staff"and"also"

allow"these"services"to"expand"their"reach"and"what"they"can"provide"to"students"on@

campus."It"is"likely"that"the"NBSA"will"continue"our"advocacy"in"this"direction"in"the"

upcoming"year."

"

Executive%lead:"Brianna"Workman"(President,"su_president@stu.ca).""

"

Addressing%International%Students’%Issues%

%
STU"is"extremely"fortunate"to"have"an"incredibly"diverse"community"of"international"

students"on"our"campus."However,"we"certainly"know"that"international"students"face"a"

unique"set"of"barriers"and"challenges"throughout"their"time"in"Canada"and"at"STU."We"

plan"to"tackle"some"of"these"issues"this"year,"in"the"hopes"of"improving"the"

postsecondary"experience"for"international"students"at"STU.""

"

" Tuition(
Of"course,"one"of"the"primary"issues"that"international"students"face"is"much"

higher"tuition"than"domestic"students."In"order"to"mitigate"this"difficultly,"we"plan"

to"advocate"for"predictable"and"stable"tuition"models"for"both"domestic"and"

international"students,"advocate"for"the"the"introduction"of"a"cap"for"international"

students’"tuition"and"strive"for"improved"consultation"between"the"university"and"

international"students"about"tuition"increases.""
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Identification(
Furthermore,"the"fact"that"international"students"do"not"possess"identification"

cards"can"pose"some"significant"difficulties"for"these"students."As"a"result"of"this,"

many"international"students"must"often"carry"their"passport"with"them"when"a"

simple"piece"of"identification"needs"to"be"shown."Frequently"carrying"a"passport"

around"poses"a"certain"risk"of"losing"or"misplacing"this"essential"piece"of"

identification."Therefore,"many"international"students"have"voiced"to"us"that"

having"some"sort"of"New"Brunswick"photo"identification"would"be"extremely"

helpful"in"their"day"to"day"lives"as"students."We"know"that"international"students"

across"the"province"struggle"with"this"issue"as"well,"therefore"this"priority"will"

likely"be"discussed"at"the"provincial"level.""

"

" Legal(Services(
In"addition,"due"to"changes"in"federal"regulations,"international"students"

experience"difficulty"in"accessing"legal"services."These"changes"in"federal"

regulations"mandated"that"in"order"to"give"this"type"of"legal"advice,"individuals"

had"to"receive"specific"training,"that"is"extremely"costly,"or"be"a"member"of"the"

bar."This"places"many"postsecondary"institutions"in"a"place"where"they"struggle"to"

fund"the"training"for"their"international"student"advisors"and"thus"have"to"reduce"

the"number"of"international"student"advisors"as"a"whole"or"their"international"

students"are"simply"unable"to"access"this"type"of"advice"because"the"international"

student"support"staff"at"the"institution"is"not"permitted"to"provide"this"type"of"

advice."The"barriers"to"accessing"these"services"often"make"it"difficult"for"

international"students"to"find"the"proper"information"and"advice"about"how"to"

immigrate"to"Canada,"for"example."Our"counterparts"in"Québec"at"the"Québec"

Students’"Union"have"begun"some"advocacy"on"this"topic"and"we"hope"discuss"

this"issue"at"the"provincial"level"in"New"Brunswick"this"year"as"well.""

"

" Summer(Storage(
Another"issue"that"international"students"at"STU"face"is"an"issue"of"storage"when"

they"travel"home"for"the"summer."Of"course,"both"international"and"domestic"

students"face"this"issue,"however,"it"can"be"particularly"difficult"for"international"

students"who"are"travelling"great"distances"home"for"the"summer."Therefore,"we"

hope"the"work"with"the"university"in"the"upcoming"year"to"discuss"some"potential"

solutions"in"terms"of"storage"space"for"international"students"during"the"summers."""

"

" Expansion(of(Internalization(Events(On-Campus(
As"previously"mentioned,"STU"is"incredibly"fortunate"to"have"such"a"vibrant"

international"community"on@campus"and"this"is"demonstrated"through"events"like"
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the"annual"Multicultural"Fair."In"addition,"events"like"the"International"

Opportunities"Fair"have"allowed"for"all"STU"students"to"explore"and"educate"

themselves"on"international"opportunities."This"year,"the"STUSU"would"like"to"

work"with"the"St."Thomas"University"International"Student"Association"(STUISA)"

and"the"university"to"expand"these"types"of"events,"which"support"

internationalization"on@campus.""

"

Executive%lead:"Emma"Walsh"(Vice@President"Education,"su_vped@stu.ca).""

"

Advocating%for%Increased%Support%for%Indigenous%Students%and%Initiatives%

that%Work%Towards%Reconciliation%%
"

In"our"next"theme,"“Creating"an"improved"campus"experience”"we"speak"to"some"of"the"

reconciliation"initiatives"and"work"we"would"like"to"enact"specifically"on"the"STU"campus."

However,"we"also"know"that"supporting"Indigenous"students"and"reconciliation"is"a"

priority"for"our"partners"on"both"the"provincial"and"federal"levels."By"collaborating"with"

the"Indigenous"community"on"our"campus,"there"are"a"few"advocacy"points"we"may"be"

able"to"bring"forward"to"our"external"partners,"should"the"Indigenous"student"community"

deem"these"priorities"important"for"improving"their"experience"in"the"postsecondary"

education"sector."Therefore,"after"thorough"consultation"and"collaboration,"we"would"

like"advocate"externally"for"increased"access"to"grant"funding"for"Indigenous"students"

and"funding"to"support"reconciliation"and"education"based"initiatives"on@campuses."This"

second"piece"could"that"the"form"of"the"New"Brunswick"Student"Alliance’s"advocacy"last"

year,"which"asked"for"government"funding"for"to"train"personnel"on@campus"who"can"

facilitate"the"KAIROS"Blanket"Ceremony"for"the"entire"university"community."

Furthermore,"we"would"like"to"create"a"framework"for"the"STUSU"and"Indigenous"

community"at"STU,"that"outlines"how"the"STUSU"collaborates"and"works"with"the"

Indigenous"community"when"are"advocating"for"Indigenous"students.""

"

Executive%leads:"Brianna"Workman"(President,"su_president@stu.ca)"and"Emma"Walsh"

(Vice@President"Education,"su_vped@stu.ca).""

%

%

Creating%an%improved%campus%experience%
%

Enacting%and%Supporting%Activities%that%Work%Towards%Reconciliation%On:

Campus%%
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"

As"previously"mentioned,"the"focus"on"reconciliation"with"our"Indigenous"communities"is"

certainly"a"long@term"priority"and"there"is"so"much"work"to"be"done,"both"internally"and"

externally."In"our"previous"pillar,"we"discussed"some"of"the"work"we"would"like"to"

collaborate"with"Indigenous"students"on"in"the"upcoming"year,"in"the"hopes"of"taking"this"

advocacy"to"the"provincial"and"federal"governments."However,"there"is"much"to"be"done"

in"terms"of"reconciliation"on"our"campus"as"well."Particularly"in"the"past"year,"we"have"

witnessed"and"participated"in"some"excellent"initiatives"which"are"striving"towards"

reconciliation."We"believe"many"of"these"initiatives"have"been"positive,"although"there"is"

so"much"more"we"can"do."The"university"and"the"STUSU"have"been"effectively"

collaborating"on"this"mutual"priority"and"we"look"forward"to"continuing"this"partnership."

As"mentioned"above,"there"is"so"much"to"be"done,"however,"below"we"have"noted"a"few"

key"areas"where"we"would"like"to"work"in"collaboration"with"the"Indigenous"community"

to"hopefully"move"forward"on"in"the"coming"year,"should"Indigenous"students"deem"

these"projects"to"be"helpful"in"improving"their"experience"at"STU.""

" " "

Improving(Indigenous(Representation(Within(the(STUSU(
Two"years"ago"the"STUSU"introduced"an"Indigenous"Representative"on"our"

Students’"Representative"Council."However,"since"the"position’s"creation,"the"

STUSU"has"had"some"difficulty"filling"the"position."Some"of"the"feedback"we"have"

heard"from"Indigenous"students"is"that"the"way"our"elections"operate"is"in"an"

extremely"colonial"framework"and"this"does"not"fit"with"how"Indigenous"folks"

traditionally"decide"upon"a"leader."Therefore,"we"think"it’s"time"to"look"at"how"this"

position"is"selected"and"how"we"can"reform"the"position"to"ensure"that"we"have"

Indigenous"representation"on"our"council,"but"also"Indigenous"this"representation"

that"is"meaningful"and"respectful"to"Indigenous"culture.""

(
Incorporation(of(Indigenous(Content(into(Curriculum((
In"addition,"the"President""is""thoroughly"interested"in"continuing"to"work"with"the"

Senate"ad@hoc"committee"on"Indigenization"of"the"Academy"to"work"towards"

including"more"Indigenous"content"in"curriculum."STU’s"focus"on"liberal"arts"

ensures"that"there"is"a"certain"element"of"overlap"between"departments,"which"

allows"for"a"seamless"and"cohesive"education"even"if"a"student"chooses"to"take"

classes"in"a"variety"of"departments."This"principle"would"also"be"applicable"with"

the"incorporation"of"an"increased"quantity"of"Indigenous"content"into"curriculum."

Finally,"having"our"student"body"as"a"whole"being"more"educated"about"

Indigenous"people"and"cultures"will"provide"a"foundation"of"knowledge"in"our"

community"that"will"be"extremely"helpful"as"STU"engages"in"other"reconciliation"

initiatives."
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Increasing(Education(about(Indigenous(Peoples(and(Culture(with(the(KAIROS(Blanket(
Ceremony(
Also,"by"working"closely"with"the"Indigenous"community"on"and"off"campus,"we"

are""hoping"to"have"all"students,"faculty,"staff"and"professors"participate"in"at"least"

one"KAIROS"Blanket"Ceremony"every"year."Indeed,"we"believe"that"there"is"still"

more"education"to"be"done"outside"of"this"ceremony"if"we"are"looking"towards"to"

true"reconciliation."However,"we"believe"that"this"ceremony"is"a"excellent"place"to"

start"in"terms"of"educating"our"community."Research"has"shown"that"the"Blanket"

Ceremony"is"proven"to"be"effective"when"it"comes"to"educating"the"non@

Indigenous"people"about"some"of"the"issues"that"Indigenous"folks"face."We"

believe"that"the"KAIROS"Blanket"Ceremony"is"an"extremely"important"activity"to"

have"on"our"campus"year"after"year."In"addition,"would"like"to"truly"minimize"

complacency"by"having"students"participate"in"this"exercise"at"least"once"a"year.""

"

Executive%leads:"Brianna"Workman"(President,"su_president@stu.ca)"and"Wasiimah"

Joomun"(Vice@President"Student"Life,"su_vpsl@stu.ca).""

"

Mental%Health%On:Campus%
"

New(STUSU(Mental(Health(Fee(
The"World"Health"Organization"defines"mental"health"as,"“A"state"of"well@being"in"

which"the"individual"realizes"[their]"own"abilities,"can"cope"with"normal"stresses"of"

life,"can"work"productively"and"fruitfully,"and"is"able"to"make"a"contribution"to"

[their]"community.”""With"the"successful"referendum"last"semester"which"will"

allocate"$250,000,"with"the"potential"of"$300,000"total,"to"preventative"measures"

to"promote"mental"health"on@campus,"one"of"our"most"substantive"priorities"this"

year"is"to"ensure"that"students’"money"is"being"allocated"in"ways"that"will"indeed"

benefit"students."Since"May"1,"our"Vice@President"Student"Life"has"been"doing"

some"research"on"other"universities’"framework"to"learn"about"their"approach"to"

promoting"mental"health"and"how"effective"their"respective"approaches"have"

been."The"Vice@President"Student"Life"plans"to"work"in"collaboration"with"the"

university’s"mental"health"professionals"to"enact"renewed"programming"and"

initiatives"that"can"be"held"on@campus"in"the"upcoming"year."In"addition,"the"Vice@

President"Student"Life"and"the"President"are"looking"forward"to"work"the"

university"to"make"sure"that"the"money"is"being"well"spent"and"that"we"have"at"

least"one"event"every"month"dedicated"to"mental"health"promotion"and"

awareness."In"addition,"we"will"of"course"continue"to"host"a"Mental"Health"

Awareness"week"and"a"De@Stress"Week"prior"to"exams.""

(
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STUSU(Mental(Health(Committee(
The"Vice@President"Student"Life"is"also"looking"forward"to"expanding"the"STUSU"

Mental"Health"Committee"this"year."In"the"upcoming"year,"we"will"work"to"ensure"

that"this"committee"has"a"more"active"role"in"the"promotion"of"mental"health"on@

campus."For"example,"this"could"involve"offering"a"one"day"training"session"on"

how"to"cope"with"stressful"situations."An"initiative"like"this"will"not"only"benefit"

the"student"attending"the"workshop"but"it"will"also"have"a"ripple"effect"by"being"

beneficial"to"the"friends"around"the"students"who"receive"the"training."We"all"

know"how"before"reaching"out"to"resources,"students"often"turn"to"their"friends"

when"they"are"in"distress."Therefore,"having"more"students"equipped"to"support"

their"friends,"has"the"potential"to"improve"the"mental"health"of"our"community"as"

a"whole."Also,"further"promotion"to"make"students"aware"of"the"available"

resources"on"and"off@campus,"as"well"as"the"promotion"of"online"resources,"

proves"to"be"efficient"and"effective"when"it"comes"to"promoting"mental"health"on"

university"campuses."This"is"why"we"hope"to"advance"this"type"of"promotion"in"

the"upcoming"year.""

"

Mental(Health(Workshops(for(Student(Leaders(
Lastly,"the"Vice@President"Student"Life"hopes"to"work"closely"with"STU"Mental"

Health"to"come"up"with"programming"where"our"student"leaders"on@campus"can"

talk"openly"about"their"mental"health"and"mental"health"issues."Many"student"

leaders"hesitate"to"talk"about"their"mental"health"since"they"are"meant"to"be"the"

role"model."However,"as"we"all"know"everyone"has"mental"health"and"everyone"

should"have"the"opportunity"to"discuss"this,"regardless"of"a"leadership"position"

they"may"hold"or"how"they"may"be"a"role"model"to"others."Again,"by"researching"

on"other"universities’"frameworks,"the"Vice@President"Student"Life"is"looking"

forward"to"working"on"breaking"down"that"wall"between"fellow"students"and"

student"leaders"when"it"comes"to"mental"health.""

"

Executive%lead:%Wasiimah"Joomun"(Vice@President"Student"Life,"su_vpsl@stu.ca).""

%

Continue%Education%and%Awareness%Surrounding%Sexual%Violence%On:

Campus%
"

Last"year,"Jimy"Beltran,"the"former"Vice@President"Student"Life,"and"fourth"year"student"

Amy"Baldwin,"did"an"amazing"job"with"a"new"STUSU"committee"called"the"Sexual"Assault"

Prevention"Committee."The"work"of"this"committee"resulted"in"having"over"100"students"

trained"by"the"Fredericton"Sexual"Assault"Centre"(FSAC)"on"Consent"and"Trauma."In"
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addition"to"continuing"this"training"for"all"students,"the"Vice@President"Student"Life"is"

reaching"out"to"other"off@campus"resources"to"bring"more"awareness"about"sexual"

violence"on@campus."Being"such"a"sensitive"topic"in"itself,"many"survivors""find"

themselves"feeling"alone"in"many"cases,"even"though"there"are"many"other"survivors"

around"them"on@campus"feeling"the"same"way."Furthermore"in"2017,"in"a"CBC"news"

article,"Maggie"Forsythe,"the"Campus"Sexual"Assault"Support"Advocate"in"Fredericton,"

stated"that"22"out"of"60"disclosures"were"related"to"St."Thomas"University."She"also"

added"that"14"of"the"total"number"of"incidents"involved"assault"committed"against"

students,"but"not"necessarily"by"other"students."By"having"initiatives"like"the"Clothesline"

Project"and"other"education"and"awareness"based"events,"the"Vice@President"Student"

Life"is"hoping"to"reduce"the"stigmatization"around"sexual"violence"and"educate"students."

This"education"could"include"more"about"how"sexual"violence"impacts"a"survivor,"

available"resources"to"help"survivors,""how"students"themselves"can"help"break"different"

stereotypes"surrounding"sexual"violence,"and"how"they"can"support"a"survivor."Even"

though"work"on"this"topic"is"ongoing,"we"believe"more"education"around"sexual"violence"

on@campus"may"help"reduce"the"stereotypes."Reduction"of"stereotypes"and"

misconceptions"surrounding"sexual"violence"could"then"help"shift"the"culture"that"

perpetuates"sexual"violence"on"postsecondary"campuses.""

"

Executive%lead:%Wasiimah"Joomun"(Vice@President"Student"Life,"su_vpsl@stu.ca).""

""

Improving%Food%Security%On:Campus%%
%

Sadly"enough"“Freshman"15”"is"commonly"discussed"among"many"first"year"students."On"

the"contrary,"there"is"also"a"handful"of"students"who"find"themselves"struggling"to"have"

three"meals"a"day."Even"though"the"Campus"Food"Bank"is"in"place,"many"students"are"

unaware"of"its"existence"and"how"it"operates."By"working"closely"with"Vivien"Zelazny"

from"Campus"Ministry,"the"Vice@President"Student"Life"is"hoping"to"bring"more"

awareness"about"the"Campus"Food"Bank."Also,"we"are"hoping"to"work"with"Zelazny"to"

have"workshops"and"programming"on@campus"about"healthy"eating"and"nutrition."This"

may"involve"having"someone"come"and"have"a"workshop"on"a"topic"such"as"healthy"

snacks"or"having"someone"from"Greener"Village"come"talk"about"resources"available"off@

campus"for"healthy"eating"and"nutrition."Furthermore,"we"plan"to"better"promote"the"

STUSU"Community"Food"Smart"service,"to"make"more"students"aware"of"how"they"can"

receive"affordable"food"bags"filled"with"healthy"items,"right"here"on@campus.""

"

Executive%lead:%Wasiimah"Joomun"(Vice@President"Student"Life,"su_vpsl@stu.ca).""

"
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Student%Advisory%Committee%%
"

Finally,"this"year"we"hope"to"introduce"a"Student"Advisory"Committee."The"Student"

Advisory"Committee"will"be"comprised"of"students"who"have"been"trained"by"university"

officials"on"the"policies"and"procedures"of"the"institution."The"committee’s"mandate"will"

be"to"help"students"who"are"having"trouble"understanding"the"university’s"policies"and"

procedures"and"offer"advice"on"how"to"move"forward"to"resolve"conflicts"with"the"

university."This"committee"will"provide"support"to"our"students"and"help"with"retention"

of"students"as""they"will"not"feel"alone"when"challenging"the"university"on"different"

issues.""

"

Executive%lead:"Husoni"Raymond"(Vice@President"Administration,"su_vpadmin@stu.ca)"!


